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NEOCLASSICAL STYLE MIDCENTURY IRON TABLE LAMPS ON LUCITE BASES, A
PAIR

$3,750
A pair of Neoclassical style iron vase table lamps from the mid 20th century with swag and gadroon motifs, mounted on custom
lucite bases. Behold this stunning pair of mid-20th-century Neoclassical-style iron table lamps, a testament to timeless elegance
and craftsmanship. These lamps exude an air of sophistication that effortlessly marries the past with the present. Draped with
intricate swag and gadroon motifs, these lamps are not just sources of light but sculptural pieces of art in their own right. The

ironwork, a nod to Neoclassical design, brings a touch of antiquity to your interior spaces. The custom lucite bases offer a
contemporary twist, making these lamps suitable for a wide range of decor styles. Practicality meets aesthetic delight as these

lamps are thoughtfully wired for the USA. They illuminate your home with a warm and inviting glow, casting enchanting
patterns of light and shadow onto nearby surfaces. Picture them gracing your living room on elegant end tables, framing your

sofa or adorning your favorite reading nook. Their timeless design adds a touch of grandeur to your space, making them perfect
for formal entertaining or simply adding a dash of luxury to your daily life. In the bedroom, these lamps serve as bedside
companions, offering both task and ambient lighting. Their presence creates a soothing and refined atmosphere, ideal for

unwinding after a long day. With their blend of classic and contemporary elements, these Neoclassical-style iron table lamps
transcend trends and time. They are more than just lighting; they are statements of style and taste.

Height: 21 in (53.34 cm)

Width: 8 in (20.32 cm)

Depth: 8 in (20.32 cm)

SKU: A 4746
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